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Minutes of 'Hick' The film is about two best buddies who go out on the road and interview different people for a TV show.
Happy hour is about to begin at a steakhouse in suburban Chicago. But the glasses at the end of the bar are stuffed with pink,
blue, orange, yellow and gray plastic straws, so sticking with beer won't cut it in these two kinds of leagues. As John C. Reilly
and Ryan Gosling of The Believer gather on the bar's patio overlooking Lake Michigan, a brilliant cocktail waitress arrives to
prepare their drinks. For their first order of the night, she asks if they want to order a pitcher or two -- or, as she puts it, "a 6

and a 1/2." "That's our job on the show -- judging with wisdom," Reilly jokes as the waitress smiles and takes their orders. "Our
production assistant is 6 feet tall. Can you imagine hiring a 6-foot-tall production assistant? We have a guy in every size." The
two best friends interview local characters in this first 10-minute segment of the film, which is about two aspiring comedians
touring the country in search of jobs. When the pals meet a quirky couple (played by Stone and Anthony DeVito) who can't
remember how they met, they decide to turn the interview into a game, asking them to name famous couples they've seen

together. "You know, I
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